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Abstract

Tree type of Rule Case will be processed by the method that provide practical Rule Case to Rule Engine that is made with procedural language beforehand, then the Rule Engine according to the condition of the special Rule Case to return result in current Rule-Based System. There are two disadvantages in the method; the first is according to specific business rule after construct the Rule Engine when the business rule changing the Rule Engine also must be changed. The second is when Rule have many conditions the Rule Engine will become very complex and the speed of processing Rule Case will become very slow. In this paper, we will propose a simplified algorithm that according to the theory of ID Tree to produce Rules which be used in Rule-Based System. The algorithm can not only produce Rules but also make sure of satisfying change of business rule by execute the algorithm. Because it is not necessary to make a Rule Engine, we will anticipate effect of increasing speed and reducing cost from Rule-Based System of applying the algorithm.

1. Introduction

Rule-Based System is defined as represent knowledge in terms of a bunch of rules that tell us what we should do or what we could conclude in different situations. A general Rule-Based System consists of a bunch of rules, a bunch of facts, and some interpreter controlling the application of the rules, given the facts. There are three types of Rule in the Rule-Based System, such as multi dimension, rule matrix and rule tree. We have researched out a simplified algorithm that can simplify amount of rule case for the type of multi dimension and rule matrix in previous paper. In this paper, we will propose another new algorithm that according to the theory of ID Tree to build Rule-Based System and simplify rule cases.

An identification tree is a representation. That is a decision tree in which each set of possible conclusions is established implicitly by a list of sample data of known class. The smallest identification tree that is consistent with the sample is the one that is most likely to identify unknown rule Case correctly and return a result of practical Rule Case. Identification Tree building is the most widely used learning method, so we make use of the characteristics of it to building Rule-Based System.

Because disadvantages of when the business rule changing the Rule Engine also must be changed and Rule Engine is very complex, they make the Rule-Based System cannot be applied widely in many area. However, we propose a new algorithm that can solve these problems and extend applied
area of Rule-Based System.

2. Related work

When results of some functions or conditions are preconditions of other functions or conditions, and make use of these characteristics can building a tree. Every condition is considered as a node of tree and include more than function into a node. In every node through compare conditions or function calculus return a temporary result, then other node execute itself result by reference the below node returned result. Propositional logic calculus operation must be executed by special mechanism in Tree type of Rule-Based System. The special mechanism that is made by procedural language can complete all of tasks and it is called Rule Engine. In order to process Tree type of rule we must develop a rule engine for completing propositional logic operation. However, the biggest disadvantage of Rule Engine is what it is not changed easily following the calculus operation. Propositional logic calculus operation must be executed by special mechanism in Tree type of rule. Architecture of processing the Tree Type of rule in current Rule-Based System as followed Fig.1.

Inputting a practical Rule case into Rule Engine and return a Rule result of Boolean type, the Rule Engine is only a program that is made by procedural language.

According to the characteristic of Rule of Tree type data model can be designed as followed Fig.2.

3. Building RBS with Identification Tree

Identification Tree (ID Tree) is a decision tree in which all possible divisions is created by training the tree against a list of known data. The purpose of an ID Tree is to take a set of sample data, classify the data and construct a series of test to classify an unknown object based on like properties.

First the tree must be created and trained. 1) It must be provided with sufficient labeled samples that are used to create the tree itself. 2) It does this by dividing the samples into subsets based on features. The sets of samples at the leaves of the tree define a classification. The tree is created based on Occam’s razor, which states that the simplest tree, that is consistent with the training samples, is the best predictor. To find the smallest tree, one could find every possible tree given the data set then example each one and choose the smallest. However, this is expensive and wasteful. Therefore, the solution to this is to greedily create one small tree. The process of training a tree as following:

1) At each node, pick a test such that branches are close to same classification.
2) Split into subset with the least disorder.
3) Find which of these tests minimizes the disorder.

Then until each of leaf node contains a set that is homogenous or is near homogenous. Select a leaf node that is non-homogenous split this set into two or more homogenous subsets to minimize disorder. Since the goal of an ID Tree is to generate homogenous subsets, we want to calculate how non-homogenous the subsets each test creates. The test that minimizes the disorder is the one that divides the samples into the cleanest categories. Disorder is calculating as follows:

\[ \text{Average disorder} = \sum \frac{\text{nb}}{\text{nt}} \log_2 \left( \frac{\text{nbc}}{\text{nb}} \right) \]

Where: \( \text{nb} \) is the number of samples in branch ‘b’, \( \text{nt} \) is the total number of samples in all branches, \( \text{nbc} \) is the total of samples in branch b of class c.

For a real database of any size, it is unlikely that any test would produce even one completely homogenous subset. Accordingly, for real database, one needs a powerful way to measure the total disorder, or in homogeneity, in subsets produced by each test. Information theory can be used to compute a measure disorder.

To see why this borrowed formula works, one needs to focus on the set of samples lying at the end of one branch b. What is required here is a formula involving nb and nbc that gives a high number when a test produces highly inhomogenous sets and a low number when a test produces completely homogenous sets. The following formula involving nb and nbc general works:

\[ \text{Disorder} = c \left( \frac{\text{nb}}{\text{nt}} \right) \log_2 \left( \frac{\text{nbc}}{\text{nb}} \right) \]

The architecture of making Rule Case to build Rule-Based System as followed Fig.3:

In this architecture we save all rules into database table, when user through SQL or application submit a practical Rule Case to database, the database according to the attributes of the Rule Case search a corresponding result data from table. This technology of searching Rule Case result like is similar to search a general data of satisfying many condition data from database. Because we used technology is database technology, all of scanning technology, all of index technology, and clustering technology and so on can be used for return result of Rule.
Case. Therefore, speed of return result of Rule Case will be increased to a great extent.

The following are the observations of an astute gastronome about the reaction of group diners of different ages, weight and height, enjoying chili peppers in Korea restaurant, Koreans obviously enjoy their nation dish, but non-Koreans appear to have difficulty with the dish:

Table.1 example for surveying Korean like chilli peppers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age Group</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Korean</th>
<th>Like?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diana</td>
<td>M-Aged</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Light</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jose</td>
<td>M-Aged</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Tall</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zapata</td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>Tall</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles</td>
<td>M-Aged</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip</td>
<td>S-Citizen</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zara</td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>Tall</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Heavy</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pablo</td>
<td>M-Aged</td>
<td>Short</td>
<td>Light</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table.2 Disorder of exclusive the middle age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Disorder 1</th>
<th>Disorder 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nationality</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An Identification tree based on age group, height, weight and nationality (whether or not the individual is Korean) on the above chilli pepper database is shown below:

Fig.3. Architecture of making Rule Case to build RBS

Fig.4. Training ID Tree for every attributive

If the question now is this: what happens when you only select middle aged people from the database? Once the middle-aged people are isolated the available tests performances.

In Fig.4 the back point in front of people name represent Age group is equal middle aged. Because when we select people Age group=‘Middle-aged’ as a condition, keep all of data that satisfy the condition in every tree except Age Group tree. We delete every data that doesn’t satisfy the condition from the tree. Then we accept a simplified ID tree such as showing in Fig.5

Fig.5. ID Tree of satisfying specific condition

4. Simplified algorithm

Now if we compute the average disorder produced by the age-group test and on the basic of person’s Korean origin. We will find that age and nationality test ensure proper identification for all the samples shown in the table.

Average Disorder (Height) = 3/8 (-1/3 log2 (1/3) -2/3 log2 (2/3))/3/8 (-2/3 log2 (2/3) -1/3 log2 (1/3))=0.69

Average Disorder (Weight) = 2/8 (-1/2 log2 (1/2) -1/2log2 (1/2))/3/8 (-1/3 log2 (1/3) -2/3 log2 (2/3))/3/8 (-2/3 log2 (2/3) -1/3 log2 (1/3))=0.94

Average Disorder (Nationality) = 5/8 (-3/5 log2 (3/5) -2/5log2 (2/5))/3/8 (-0 log2 (0) -3/3 log2 (3/3))=0.61

Average Disorder (Age Group) = 4/8 (-2/4 log2 (2/4) -2/4 log2 (2/4))/1/8 (-1/1 log2 (1/1) -0 log2 (0))/3/8 (-3/3 log2 (3/3) -0 log2 (0))=0.5

The age group and nationality test are by far the best discriminators in that their use together will ensure the proper identification of all the samples. Now if we focus exclusively on the middle aged people we get the following results:

We can make a procedure for generating identification trees, this procedure helps in the generation of an identification based on the computation of disorder introduced by each of the concepts.

Until each leaf node is populated by as homogeneous a sample set as possible disorder age group and Korean. Then select a leaf node with an inhomogeneous sample set, replace that leaf node by a test node that divides the inhomogeneous sample set into minimally inhomogeneous subsets, according to some measure of disorder.

Then make a procedure pruner for converting an identification tree into rule sets. This procedure helps in the
conversion of an identification tree into a rule set: create one rule for each root-to-leaf path in the identification tree, and then simplify each rule by discarding antecedents that have no effect on the conclusion reached by the rule. Replace those rules that share the most common consequent by a default rule that is triggered when no other rule is triggered. In the event of a tie, use some heuristic tie-breaker.

Now if we are asked to construct an identification tree for determining peoples appetite for chilli peppers, we will come up with the simplest ID Tree which represents the data is shown as Fig.5.

```
Fig.5. The simplest Identification Tree
```

Finally, the following rule set can be derived using Pruner: IF age_group is middle_aged and nationality is not Korean Then the person does_not_like chilli pepper, if age_group is senior_citizen then the person does_not_like chilli pepper, and if no other rule applies then the person likes chilli pepper.

Now we have introduced the whole procedural of the algorithm. The internal architecture of the algorithm can be designed as the Fig.6. The detail process of the simplified algorithm can be shown in the Figure.

```
Fig.6. Architecture of simplified algorithm
```

In the figure, according to every attributive of the Rule Case Table train a Identification Tree. Then set a special condition for every Identification Tree and delete every data that does not satisfy the condition from Identification Tree. Calculating disorder for every attributive with above formula, and compare each disorder. Through compare and analysis the disorder that calculated in previous step then set them the disorder as disorder2. Using the Disorder2 and run procedural sprouter and pruner for simplifying the ID Tree to obtain a Simplest Tree. Final if it is need it can generate all of simplest rules from the simplest ID Tree.

5. Conclusion

In this paper we introduced a new architecture of Rule-Based System and one types of Rule Data model. It is very advantageous to make use of elements of Database technology for simplifying the operation of Rule-Based System. The combination of Rule-Based System elements and Relational Database technology can produce potential practical significance in to practical application of Rule-Based System. According to the characteristics of rule we have designed three kinds of Rule Data Model, they can be applied into any situations where we wish to capture data of rules. In order to advance the efficiency of processing large rule case we proposed a Simplification Algorithm, and proved the correctness and reasonableness of all methods of referring to in the algorithm.

Although we can make use of the Simplification Algorithm to advance the efficiency of processing rule case in a great degree, it can be used in specific situation rather than all situations. Thus we should extend applied range of the Simplification Algorithm to all of possible situation and advance further shortages of the Simplification Algorithm and make it more perfect in the future.
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